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Ergodic theorems and the existence of a finite invariant measure are in- 
vestigated for a positive linear operator T on L, of a o-finite measure satisfying 
sup,v>I II N-l C,“=l T” II < a. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X, 2, m) be a a-finite measure space and let T be a positive 
linear operator of ,5,(X, Z, m) satisfying supN>i 1) N-i CzIi Tn [I1 = 
M < co. With this condition on T, more general than sup% I/ Tn I/ < GO 
(used by Fong [7] and Sucheston and Fong [8]) we obtain a decom- 
position similar to Sucheston’s [ 171, necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the existence of a positive fixed point (an equivalent finite invariant 
measure) which generalize Ornstein’s result [13], and we investigate 
the convergence of N-l Czli Tnf w h en an equivalent finite invariant 
measure does exist. 
Notation. Relations between functions are assumed to hold a.e. 
We use the symbol IA to denote the operator (I,f)(x) = lA(x)f(x) 
in whichever space we need it. If p - m then L,(p) and L,(m) are 
isometric via the Radon-Nikodym theorem and this gives a representa- 
tion U on L,(p) of the original T, which preserves also pointwise 
convergence. 
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2. THE DECOMPOSITION THEOREM 
We start by proving Sucheston’s decomposition [17], obtained for 
power-bounded operators. Our method being different, we do not use 
the additional condition suggested in [17, p. 91, but part (v) of the 
theorem shows that it is a redundant condition in the case h = 1 
in [17]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let T be a positive operator on L,(X, z1, m) with 
SUP~>~ 11 N-l C,“z,’ Tn 11 = M < 00. Then there exists a decomposition 
X = Y + Z satisfying: 
(i) L,(Z) is T-invariant and lim,,, N-l ctZ’,II T”f\ll = 0 for 
f ELI(Z). 
(ii) There exists a function 0 < e EL, with T*e = e and 
Y = {x: e(x) > 01, and if f E L, with 11 f llco < 1 satisfies T*f = f 
thenjfj <e. 
(iii) For every 0 < u E L,(Y) (U + 0), lim inf,,, /I Tnu (iI > 0. 
(iv) For every f E L, , N-l &i T*“f(x) -+ 0 a.e. on 2. 
(v) For every fEL1(X), 11 T”f ill/n. - 0. 
Proof. Let g, = N-l CzC’, T*nl. 0 < g, < M for all N so 
g = lim su pN+73 gN iS in L, , and 
T*g 3 lim sup T*g, = lim sup N-l $ T*nl = lim sup N-l f T*n 1 >,g. 
Yl=l n=0 
Thus, T*g > g and T*kg is increasing, and e = lim, T*kg = 
lim K-l CEIi T*kg is in L,(II e ljm < M2), with T*e = e. We define 
Y={x:e(x)>O). If ilfl\m<l with T*f=f then T*lfl= 
T*f+ + T*f- >ff’+f- = If 1 and 
N-l 
IfI <lipT*“lfl =liFiVl c T*“lfl <g<e. 
TZ=O 
Thus, (ii) is proved. 




uT*“e dm = 
I 
Tnu * e dm < jl Tnu II1 /I e Ijrn .
(i) We define Z = X - Y and prove that 0 < f E L, is 
580113/3-3 
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supported in 2 if and only if N-i X11: 11 Pji/i - 0. The if part 
follows from (iii). If f E&(Z) then 
s 
N-l 
PIfjdm=limsup If/A-l c T*nldm 
n=O 
h ‘J’j.figdm</lfjedm=O. 
Thus, the second part of (i) is proved. If 0 < f E&(Z) then 
so Tf is supported in Z and L,(Z) is invariant. 





lim N-l c T*nlf)dm < lim N-l C T*nl dm < 
z s 
edm = 0. 
?l=O Z U%O Z 
(v) It is enough to prove it for 0 < f E L, . Denote a, = I/ Tnflll . 
Then for k < n we have 
n-1 n-1 
@n/n) 1 (k + 11-l < Mn-l c an-h: ,< M2al . 
k=O &O 
As CzZt (k + 1)’ + 03, a& + 0. 
Remark. If T is power bounded (i.e., supn II Tn (1 < co), we change 
the definition of e to be lim, T*k limn+m sup T*nl, and we can dispose 
of averaging in parts (i) and (iv) of the theorem. 
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The space X will be the disjoint union of finite sets Xj with nj 
points in Xj , constructed as follows: 
XI has two points, with masses 1 and 2. 
X, has three points with masses 1, 2, and 4. 
Write down the masses in Xj multiplied by two (the sequence looks 
2, 4, 4,. . . ) 4,. . . ) 2i+l) and add t h b a t e eginning of this sequence enough 
times 2 so that the average is less than 3, and then put a 1 at the start. 
The length nj+I is the number of terms in X,+l and the masses are 
given by the new sequence. T is defined by Tf(x) = f(&), where 0 
is the permutation of X which moves cyclically the points in Xj from 
the high mass to the lower, and it is easy to check that M < 3, 
sup /I TjI/, = co. (0 ur example modifies ideas of [ 161.) Note that 
Sf(x) = f(Fx) d oes not have this property and Birkhoff’s theorem 
holds. 
The following lemma is proved in [17, p. 41, where it is used to 
reduce the case where there is a T*-invariant function to the contrac- 
tion case (e.g. to prove the ratio limit theorem on Y). A similar applica- 
tion is given below. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let T satisfy the hypothesis of theorem 2.1. Define 
Vf = eT(l,f/e). Then V is a positive contraction of L,( Y) (1 yf/e = 0 
731 2). 
Sketch of proof. When 1 yf/e EL, we have 
J^ Vf dm = 1 eT(l Yf/e) dm = jy (f/e) T*e dm = ?; f dm. 
Thus, V is a positive contraction on a dense subspace of L,( Y), and 
its extension to L,(Y) is given by the same formula. 
We now apply our representation of e to obtain a shorter and more 
direct proof of a result of Fong and Sucheston [S]. Lemma 2.2 
provides an immediate proof of Ornstein’s result [14]. 
LEMMA 2.2. If T is power-bounded then J 1 Tnf 1 e dm -+ 0 implies 
I/ T”f II1 + 0. (e = lim,. T*” lim, sup T*nl.) 
Proof. For E > 0 fix n with J 1 Tnf 1 e dm < E. Then 
lim sup 
i 
1 1 Tn+jf 1 dm < liy sup 1 1 Tnf 1 T*jl dm 
<~~Tnfjli~supT*~ldm<~~Tnf~edm<e 
so limj sup Ij Tjflil < E for every E > 0. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let T be power-bounded, assume: (i) X = Y. 
(ii) For u EL, and u > 0 a.e. CT=, T%(x) = CKI a.e. Let g EL, 
with g > 0 a.e. satisfy T*g = g. Then s 1 Tnf / g dm -+ 0 implies 
II ?f III - 0. 
Proof. We show that J 1 T”f 1 e dm + 0, so that Lemma 2.2 applies. 
Let V be the contraction of L, defined in Lemma 2.1 (X = Y). If 
u > 0 a.e. with (u/e) ELM we have CTzO V%(x) = e(x) . Cy!, T<(u/e)(x) = 
00 a.e. so V is conservative. Denote by ‘& its invariant field (,Zi = 
{A Ez: V”lA = lA)). w e may and do assume I/g )13o < 1, so that 
0 < g ,< e. V*(g/e) = e-lT*g = g/e so g/e is V*-invariant, and it is 
&measurable by [6, p. 211. H ence, g = eh with h &-measurable, 
O<h < la.e.FixE >O,andpickar >OsuchthatJt,,,)If/dm<E. 
B = {h < CI} is in Zi , so T*(elg) = eV*lB = elB. 
s X-B I Tf Ie!dm<a-ljx-BI Tnf lgdm<oi-lji Tnf /gdm--+O. 
< II e IL jB If I dm = E II e /loo. 
Thus, lim sup J j T”f / e dm < E 11 e Jim , this for all E > 0. 
Remark. If T satisfies only supN II N-l C,“ri Tn /I < 00 then the 
conclusions of Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.2 are such that 
N-l 
N-l c 11 Tnf (I + 0. 
n=0 
The proof of the lemma is similar, that of the theorem unchanged. 
3. EXISTENCE OF FINITE INVARIANT MEASURES 
In this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of a function v EL, , a > 0 a.e., satisfying TV = v. The 
measure dp = v dm is a finite invariant measure for T. The problem 
was treated by Fong [7] under the assumptions Z = o and T 
power-bounded. 
A more general result is given by Ornstein [13, pp. IOO-1011, but 
requires n-lT*nf + 0 a.e. forf EL,. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let T, e, Y and 2 be as in Theorem 2.1. Let p be a 
finite invariant measure equivalent to m. Then the operator S on 
L,(X, ,Z’, p) defined by Sj = T*j for Jo L, n L,(p) is a positive 
contraction ojL,(p), its conservative part is Y and its dissipative part is 2, 
and it has a finite invariant measure v supported on Y (dv/dp = e). 
Proof. Let dpldm = v. Then for jE L, 
jT*fvdm = /fTvdm = jfvdm = lfdp 
so T* can be extended to a contraction S of L1(p). As Se = T*e = ev 
is a finite invariant measure for S with support Y, so Y C C, where 
C + D is the Hopf decomposition of S, by [6, p. 451. 
We may and do assume that m = p (via the Radon-Nikodyn 
theorem we obtain a representation of T on L,(p)), so Tl = 1, and 
S*j= Tjfor jELm. As 2 is T-invariant by Theorem 2.1, Tl, is 
supported in 2, so T lz < 1 z . Thus, lim,,, Tnlz = lim SXnlz = g 
exists; by Theorem 2.1 and the bounded convergence theorem 
II g II1 = lim, II TnL I/I = 1 im, N-l xE:i // Tnlz (iI = 0 andg = 0 a.e. 
Hence, 2 C D. Thus, Y = C. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Under the previous assumptions, N-l Czii T*“j 
conwerges a.e. and in L,(p), for every f E L,(p). 
Furthermore, ij Z, is the invariant Feld of S, (i.e., Zi = (A C Y: 
I,T(l,v) = l,v}, h w ere v = dp/dm), the limit function is 0 a.e. on 2, 
and equals e(x) &,(I, xz=,, ( T*lz)kT*j ( &)/EJe / ZJ a.e. on Y (with 
conditional expectations taken using p 1 Y n Z). 
Proof. The L1(p) convergence follows easily from a.e. convergence 
as S = T* is a contraction of Ll(p). As 2 is the dissipative part of 
S, ~~zO T*“j < cc a.e. on 2. By the Chacon-Ornstein theorem 
N-l Czzt T*%j(x) = e(x){Czii T*“f (x)/C::: T*“e(x)) converges a.e. 
on Y. The identification of the limit on Y follows from the identifica- 
tion in [II, p. 2111. 
Remark. The convergence could be proved by generalizing the 
proof of the ergodic theorem [S, Exercise viii. 9.371. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let T be a positive operator on L,(S, 2, m) satisfying 
sup,>, I\ N-l Czli T” I] = M < 00. Assume (for (iii) and (iv) below) 
m(X) = 1. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a 0 < v a.e., v EL, , with TV = v. 
(ii) For every A E Z with m(A) > 0, lim inf N-l CEli T*“l, + 0. 
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(iii) For every A E E with m(A) > 0, lim inf N-l Czzi j T*“l, dm > 0. 
(iv) For every A E ,Ewith m(A) > 0, lim sup N-l CfLi J T*“l,dm > 0. 
(v) For every A E Z with m(A) > 0, lim sup N-l ~~~~ T*“l, I; 0. 
Proof. (i) + (ii): As (ii) d oes not depend on the particular chosen 
measure, we may and do assume (as in the previous theorem) that 
Tl = I. Let S be the& contraction defined (in Theorem 3.1) by T*. 
By the ergodic theorem we have that lim inf N-l Czz’, T*“f + 0 for 
0 < f E L,( Y), as S has a finite invariant measure supported on Y. 
Let A C 2. Suppose T*nl, = 0 a.e. on Y for n = 1, 2 ,... . Then 
0 = Sy N-l CEz!, T*nlA dm = N-l CEli J” T”1, . 1, dm. As TIZ < I2 
(Tl = 1) 1 > Tl, 3 1, and lim Tnl, exists, and is, by the above 
equality, zero a.e. on A. 1 - lim T”1, is T-invariant and supported 
on Z, so by Theorem 2.1 (i) we must have lim T”1 y = I a.e. Thus, 
m(A) = 0. Hence, if A C Z with m(A) > 0 then T*jl, 3 g with 
0 *g AL, 0 < g, for some j. Then for N 3 j 
N-l N-1 N+j-1 
N-1 1 T*“g < N-l c T*12+jl/, < 2(N +j)-’ 1 T*“lA, 
?Z=O ?Z=O n=O 
and (ii) follows from the result for f EL,(Y). 
(ii) * (iii) 3 (iv) > (v) follow from Fatou’s lemma. 
(v) => (i): We continue, for sake of simplicity of the proof, to 
assume m(X) = 1, so 1 EL1 . We denote by Trim the measure defined 
by d(T”m)/dm = T”l. Let p be a weak* limit point in L,* of 
{N-l x:1’, Trim} (th e norms of the averages are bounded so p exists 
and is a finitely additive nonnegative measure). 
Theorem 2.1 shows that (v) implies m(Y) > 0. We want to show 
next that p(A) > 0 for A C Y with m(A) > 0. Let V be the contrac- 
tion of L,(Y) defined by Vf = eT(f/e) (see Lemma 2.1), and 
V*g = e-lT*(ge). For A C Y with m(A) > 0 
N-l N-l 
lim sup N-l 1 V*nl~ = e-1 lim sup N-l C T*n(elJ + 0 
n=0 ?A=0 
by (v); thus, V has a finite invariant measure N m lr by [6, p. 461, and 
in fact lim N-l CEli T*“(eg) exists a.e. on Y and is not identically 
zero for 0 < g EL,(Y), if g $ 0. It exists a.e. since on Z the limit is 0 
by Theorem 2.1 (iv). This shows that for 0 < g EL,(Y), (p, eg) > 0 
ifg + 0. p(A) > 0 for A C Y follows. 
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We next show that T**p = p. By definition we can find a sequence 
Ni such that 
Ni-1 
p(4) = lim NF1 C T%(A), 
VI=” 
N,-1 
F(T*I~) = li~Arz~’ c (Trim, T*l,) = 
n=o 
Thus, 
T”*p(A) -= p(T*l,) = lim Nil 2 T+‘m(A) 
Vl=l 
L= lim [NC’ Ng’ T”m(A) + P~~(A)/N~ - ~(A)/N,] = P(A), 
n=O 
since Ij T’“l/n i/i + 0 by Theorem 2.1(v). 
Let X be the maximal measure (countably additive) with 0 < h < p. 
T**“X < T**kp = p so T**kh < A. As (T**f~h, e> = (A, T*ke) = 
({h, e>, G must have T**kh = h on Y. u = dA/dm > 0 a.e. on Y by 
[6, p. 351 since p(A) > 0 for A C Y. As Tu < u and Tku = u on Y, 
we define u = lim 4 Tku. ZI = u > 0 a.e. on Y and TV = v. Let Y, 
be the support of v, so Y C Y, , and denote 2, = X - Y, . For every 
n > 0 JvT*l’lzl dm = Jz, v dm = 0 so T*nlz = 0 a.e. on Y and 
we obtain, by Theorem 2.1 (iv) that N-l 2::: T*“lzl -+ 0 a.e., 
contradicting (v) if m(Z,) > 0. Hence, m(.Z,) = 0 and z’ > 0 a.e. 
Remarks. (1) Instead of condition (v) we could use the following. 
(vi) For every A E i? with m(A) > 0 
liz+yp (1 1 r. N-l F’ T” 1 A /I_ > 0. 
?kO 
(i) =3- (vi) as the limits are not zero on Y and (vi) => (i) is proved like 
(v) + (i), since (vi) is enough for the existence of a finite invariant 
measure for V and for showing m(2,) = 0. 
(2) The additional condition T*nf/n -+ 0 a.e., required in [13], 
is satisfied a posteriori, as (i) implies the a.e. convergence of 
N-l CEii T*“f for every f E L, , by Corollary 3.1. (Theorem 2.1 (v) 
yields T*“l In -+ 0 weak-* in L, , so (iv) 3 (i) can be deduced from 
[I 3, p. 1011. Our method is entirely different.) 
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4. ERGODIC THEOREMS 
In this section we investigate the convergence properties of 
N-l CEli Tnf when T h as a finite invariant measure equivalent to 112. 
We need the following result on L, contractions, generalizing 
Helmberg’s [lo]. The first part of the proof is similar to his, and is 
included for the sake of completeness. xi is the invariant field in C. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let S be a positive contraction of L,(X, 2Y:, m) having 
a Jinite invariant measure X supported on its conservative part C. Then 
for, f E-L(C), lim,,, N-l CzZi .Wf exists a.e. on X. The limit is 
x&~~~l)%(f I 4>. v-uf I 4) means conditional expectation in 
3,. 
Proof. We first assume 5PnlD 4 0. Defining for 0 < f~ L,(C) 
N-l N-l 
f * = lip S*” lig+%p N-l 1 ,‘Fnf 
?L=O 
f* = lip 2Pk limi$f N-l c S*nf 
TL=O 
we easily obtain that S*f * = f * and S*f.+ = fJ, , so S*(f * -f*) = 
f * - f.+ . By the ergodic theorem f * = f* on C as S has a finite 
invariant measure h on C. Hence, 0 < f * - f.+ < KID is A’*- 
invariant S*“l, j, 0 implies f * = f* also on D, or .f * = f* and 
lim supN N-‘Z.!Ff = lim inf, N-l.ZS*nf a.e. 
DenoteJ = CzZo S*(I,S*)nE,(f ) ZJ. 
s*j = s* f s*(I,s*)” l&(f 1 ZJ 
12=0 
= i s*(IDS*)“&(f 1 zq) + s*I, f S*(I,S*)fiE,(f ( &). 
For n > 1 S*(I,S*)rrl is supported in D. Hence, the second sum is 
S*I,S*E,(f I&) = S*E,(f j A’<) so S*f =$ Oh C!(X) = E,(f 1 Q(x) 
sof-lim N-l zE:i S*nf = 0 on C and is S* invariant, so it is zero a.e. 
as S*%lD J, 0. 
We now consider the general case. Define g = lim, S*“lc , so 
1, < g < 1 and S*g = g. Let Do = {x: g(x) > 0} n D. Define on 
L,(C u D,) Rf = gS(f/g). (R is first defined for functions supported 
in {x: g(x) 2 l/n}, and extended by continuity as 1) R ]I1 < 1, since 
J Rf dm = JgS(f/g) dm = J S*g( f/g) dm = J f dm). R is a positive 
contraction of L,(C U Do) having C as its conservative part, and if 
u = dhldm then Ru = gS(u/g) = gSu = gu = u as {u > O> = C 
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and g = 1 on C. R*f = g-lS*(fg) and R*“l, = g-lS*n(glc) = 
g-lS*nl, -+ 1 a.e. on C U D,. Hence, R satisfies the hypothesis of 
the first part of the proof and so for f E L,(C) N-l CfIi S*nf = 
g - N-l 2;:; R”nf converges a.e. on C u D, . As S*nf = 0 outside 
C u D, the convergence is proved. By the first part the limit is 
T,~~=,R*(l,oR*)",E~(fl~~), h w ere Tg is the operator of multiplica- 
tion by g. 
T, f R*(IDoR*)“EA(f 1 Xi) = T, 2 T,-lS*T,(I,~T,-lS*T,)“E,(f /2$) 
T&=0 n=O 
= f’ S*(b$*)“T,E,(f I 4) 
?L=O 
= f S*(b$*)“E,(f I 4) 
n=O 
= f S*(I,S*)*E,(f 1 &). 
?&=O 
(If D, = D - D, , then IDIS*E,(f j Zi) = 0 as IDlg = 0). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let T, p and v be as in Theorem 3.1. Then (i) For 
j f / f Kv N-l xE:i T”f(x) converges a.e. 
(ii) For every f E L,(m) we have in L,(m) norm 
where dhjdm = e and Zi = (A C Y: l,T(l,v) = lAv}, 
Proof. Let S be the contraction in L1(p) defined by T* (see 
Theorem 3.1), and let U = S*, acting in L&L). It is easily checked 
that Uf = v-‘T(f ) ZI and U is the representation in L1(p) of T on 
L,(m) (via the Radon-Nikodym theorem). Thus, Tf = vU(f/v). If 
j f 1 < Kv then N-12Tnf = vN-lZS*n(f/v), which converges a.e., 
by the previous theorem, if f is supported in Y. T(l,v) < v and 
supported in 2 by Theorem 2.1 (i) so necessarily T”(l,v) 4 0 a.e. 
This proves (i). 
By the bounded convergence theorem N-l xzlt Tnf converges 
in L, when 1 f j < Kv and by approximation the mean ergodic 
theorem holds. The identification of the limit in (ii) follows from 
Theorem 4.1 when 1 f 1 < Kv, since Tf = vS*(f/v). 
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Since for f E&(Z) the limit is 0 and so is the right side in (ii), we 
have to check when 0 < f~Li( Y). Take 0 < fi; t f with fi; < K,;v. 
For every N > 0 
N-1 
Hence, f = xz=, T(IzT)‘h(z~E,(f 1 &)) is in L,(m), is T-invariant (as 
TIs T(sE,(f 1 ,&)) = T(vB,(f / &)), and its value on Y is vE,(f ( &) = 
lim,,, N-l ~~l~Tnfb y th e ergodic theorem. Thus,f-lim N-r zELkT”f 
is T-invariant supported in Z, so by Theorem 2.1 it is zero a.e. Q.E.D. 
Remark. A sufficient condition for the a.e. convergence of 
N-l C;:I:, T”f(x) f or every f EL,(~) follows from Dunford and 
Miller [4]: There exists a point transformation 8 such that Tf(x) =: 
e(x)f (WW4 (th is means Uf(x) = f(0x) where U is the representa- 
tion of T in&(p), which is exactly the condition in [4]). See also [16]. 
In order to show that a.e. convergence need not hold in genera1 for 
every f EL,(m), we need the following converse of the dominated 
convergence theorem for conditional expectations, proved in [2, 11, by 
probabilistic methods. In the appendix we give an analytic proof. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let (X, 9, m) be an atomless probability space. Let 
f,, , f be nonnegative functions in L,(X, 9, m) with f,, + f a.e. If 
sup,,< fn $ L, then there exists a (separable atomless) sub-a-algebra Z 
such that the sequence E(f, / 2) converges nowhere to E(f j 2) (i.e., 
m{x: E(f,, I x)(x) - E(f I z)(x)} = 0). V also fn 2 f then ECfiL I 2) 
is a.e. nonconvergent. 
EXAMPLE. We construct an operator T satisfying supn /I T’” [I1 < 2, 
Tl = 1, and a function f E L,( Y) such that N-l xz:i Tnf (x) does not 
converge anywhere on Z. As 1 2 TnI r > 1 r we will have that 
x;:iI:, T”f(x)/C;:‘o T”1 y(x) d oes not converge on 2. Fong [7] has 
shown that the ratio theorem may fail on Z starting with functions 
supported in Z. 
Let 5’ be an ergodic invertible measure preserving transformation 
of [0, l] (with Lebesgue measure) and define also Sf(x) = f (Sx). Take 
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0 <f~Ll[O, 11 such that f log+ f 4 L1. By [ 121 sup n-l ~~~~ Sy $ L, . 
We define X = [0,2] with the Lebesgue sets and measure. By 
Theorem 4.3 there is a sub-a-algebra z such that E( 1 /n) Cyz, Sy / 2) 
does not converge a.e. Let E denote the conditional expectation 
operator with respect to 2. Define T on L,[O, 21 by 
Clearly T is linear and positive. 
and for 0 <geLI, 
[’ Trig(x) dx = j’g(S%) dx + j1 ES”(llo,Ilg) dx < 2 jo2g(x) dx 
-0 0 0 
so sup% // T” )I1 < 2. It is easily seen that Y = [0, 11, Z = [O, 21. 
I/ T lIn = 1 as Tl = 1. Putting f * on [0, 21 as f on [0, l] and 0 on 
[1,2]wehaveforl <x<2 
l/n y Ty*(r) = E (l/B y sy 1 B) (x - l), 
2=0 i=O 
which does not converge on [ 1, 21. Thus, the ergodic theorem is false. 
When we assume p = m (which can be obtained by looking at U in 
the proof of Theorem 4.2), we have a positive operator T of Ll(p) 
satisfying Tl = 1 and sup,>, // N-l 2::: T” ]I1 = M < CO. By the 
Riesz convexity theorem T maps LJ,(~) into itself (1 < p < co) with 
sup,>, /) N-l CEIi T” jjp < 60. From Theorem 4.2 it follows imme- 
diately that N-l CEI’, Tnf converges in L,, norm for every f E L,(p) 
(1 < $J < CO), and the question arises if a.e. convergence also holds. 
We do not know the answer (even for T power-bounded) but the next 
theorem might lead to a solution. 
THEOREM 4.4. Fix 1 < p < CO. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) For every jinite measure space (X, .Z, p) and every T on L, 
satisfying sup.>, 11 N-l ~~~~ T” II1 < CC and Tl = 1, N-l CEIi T”f(x) 
converges a.e. for f E L,(X, 2, I*). 
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(ii) For every$nite atomless measure space (Sz, 9, m) and every S 
on L,(m) satisfying sup,>, /I N-l xrlt S” /Ii < a and 81 = 1, 
SUP@1 N-l cz S" I f I E&(m) for f EL,(m). 
(iii) For every finite atomless measure space (Q, 9, m) and every 
nonsingular transformation B satisfying sup,>, j/ N-l &~f(e9)lll < co 
for every f E L, , sup,>, N-l zr:i 1 f 1 (@x) EL,(m) for f E L,(m). 
Proof. (i) * (ii): If (ii) is false there are (St, 9, m), S and 
0 < f EL,(m) such that sup,>, N-l C,“zt Slf(x) $L,(m). Defining 
x = ((1) x Q) U ((2) x Q), we use Theorem 4.3 to define T like we 
did in the example to obtain that N-i Cf1: T”f *(x) does not converge 
on (2) x Sz contradicting (i). We omit the details. 
(ii) * (iii): Defining (S’)(X) = f(Bx) the principle of uniform 
boundedness shows that sup,), 11 N-l x:Zi Snjlil < co, so (ii) + (iii) 
is immediate. 
(iii) * (i). The proof is an adaptation of Doob’s proof of Birkhoff’s 
theorem for Markov operators [3] and will be only outlined. 
We have an operator T on L,(X, 2, p) satisfying Tl = 1 and 
s"pN,ljl N-'C::; Tn/I < w. We may assume that T is given by a 
transition probability [18] and then construct the path space Sz, which 
is nonatomic, and let 8 be the shift. If sup,>, 11 N-l Crzi Tn II1 < w 
(in Li(p)), then Sf = f o 0 sa is t’ fi es sup,>, /( N-l C,“r,’ Sn (I1 < w in 
L,(m), where m is the measure on 52 with initial distribution CL. 
(iii) enables us then to use Doob’s method. 
APPENDIX 
We prove here Theorem 4.3. The proof of the theorem will need 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let 0 < g be a finite valued function not in L, _ Then there 
exists a measurable partition (A,) of X such that 
Proof. Let k > 1 be an integer such that m(g < 2k+1} = a > 4. 
(g is not bounded so a < 1.) Let B, be a partition of {g < 2”fl) with 
m(B,) = 2+a (such a partition exists as fl is atomless), and define 
A, = {2”fk <g <2”+k+1)uB,(n = 1,2,...). Then m(A,) >2-“a >2-+l 
and l/m(A,) < 2n+1 so {2”fk < g < 2n+k+1} C A, n (g > l/m(A,)). 
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Thus, it is enough to show that xz=;;, m{2n+k < g < 2rLfkf1)/m(A,) ==a 
If m{27a+k < g < 2 “+k+i} > 2-n-i for infinitely many n, we have 
for such an n m{2a+k < g < 2n+k+1}/m(A,1) > l/( I + 2a), and there 
is nothing more to prove. 
If m{2”+k < g < 2 n+k+i} < 2-n-i for all n > n, , we have for 
n > n, m(A,) < 2-“-l + 2-na = 2P-l(1 + 2a). 
nz m{2n+L < g < 2”‘.“+‘}/m(A,) 
0 
> (1 + za)-12-k i 2n+k+lm{2n+k Gg < 2ns-k-'-l} 
3 (1 + 2W2-L ~2no+kcgj g dm = ~0. 
Proof of the Theorem: First Reduction. We may assume that fl 
is separable. We look at the u-algebra generated by {f,}, and then split 
the atoms it may contain. 
Second Reduction. It is enough to prove the theorem for the case 
f = 0, each fn is bounded, and f,fi = 0 for n # j. This is shown by 
Blackwell and Dubins [2, pp. 510-5111. 
For the proof of the theorem after these reductions, let g = sup7‘ fTL. 
As g $L,, , let {A,} be the partition given by the lemma, and put 
D, = {g > l/m(A,)} r\ A, . Since xrGI m(D,)/m(A,) diverges, we can 
find a sequence {E,) of subsets of A, with m(E,) = m(A,) m(D,)/m(A,) 
and lim sup E, = A, . By the isomorphism theorem for nonatomic 
separable probability spaces [9, p. 1’731, the normalized measure 
algebras of E, and D, and of A, - E, and A, - D, are isomorphic, 
so we have an isomorphism T, of (F n A, , m(A,)-lm) onto (9 n A,, 
m(A,)-lm) such that T,(E,) = D, . For a measurable subset D of A, 
denote D* = uzEI T,(D). (W e assume TI = identity), and let Z be 
the u-algebra of all sets D*, which is m-separable and atomless. 
For C C A, and D C E, we have, as T,(D) C D, , 
s 
1 gdm = 
s gdm c* T,,(D) c*n T,(D) 
=s T n (cnD) g dm > m(&-WTn(C n 4) 
= m(C n II)/m(A,) = m((C n D)*). 
This shows that E(lrnco)g 1 Z) 3 lD* for D C E, . 
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The second reduction made gives the existence of disjoint sets Hi 
such that fi = gl,% , with g bounded on Hi . By the preceding result 
E(fi 1 z, = E(hf,g 1 2> ;s E(lHinD,zg I z, 3 ] (T,l’(ffinD,))*. 
Let i, be the first integer i for which m(Hi n D,) > 0, so 
D, C ui2i, Hi . We, thus, have 
As on Hi , g is bounded, each set Hi intersects only finitely many D, 
with positive measure, so an integer k can be only finitely many times 
the value of i,, , which means that i, + co, so 
lim sup E(fi 12) = lim sup E(f, 1 Z) > lim sup I,, = 1. 
i-tm rite i>i, n-m 
If f, +f also in L, , then by the dominated convergence theorem 
lim E((f, - f)- / Z) = 0 a.e. From Fatou’s lemma and f, -+ f in L, 
we have lim inf E((f, -f)+ 1 2) = 0 a.e., so E(fn 1 Z) cannot 
converge to something different from E(f 1 Z), so it does not converge. 
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